Supplies for Loxon Invaders

Sat. Joe Race, Former Officer in Belgium

From Belgium comes word that Mr. W. E. B. Willis, former officer in Belgium, has been awarded the Distinguished Service Cross for his bravery in combat. Mr. Willis served as a lieutenant in the 5th Infantry Division, which was engaged in heavy fighting in the Ardennes Forest area. He was wounded in action and spent several months in hospitals in Europe before returning to the United States. Mr. Willis is currently employed as a chemist at a laboratory in New York City.
THURSDAY, FEB. 8, 1945

THE METHODIST CHURCH
A. A. Carter, Pastor

9:45 — Singspiration Service
10:45 — Sunday School
11:45 — Morning Worship

THE LOW DOWNE

FOR SALE — Hornes and two

THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 8, 1945

TEXAS STATION

Ranchers' Headquarters
H. C. Collett, Owner
Sheffield, Texas

WE NEVER CLOSE

What's the matter with

the other Haystack?

CATTLE are smart animals, so any livestock man should know whether his land is properly fenced.

The question is this: do you know the quality of your fences? One farmer, Mr. MaK., nationally known sheep and cattle breeder, has a herd of 250 head. He has found that the cattle have a "up and down" mania, and he found the same thing in an Italian herdsman he found in a herd of 200.

It was discovered that the cattle fold the old and absorb into the grain so get into the bodies of growing animals. Human beings, too. Out of their every meal, they take away the salt. And this is the cause of animal illness. The salt, and the lack it results in, have been analyzed in a laboratory by Dr. Plaskett, of the Department of Agriculture.

Minerals essential to both human and animal health come from the soil and absorbed into the grain so get into the bodies of growing animals. Human beings, too. Out of their every meal, they take away the salt. And this is the cause of animal illness. The salt, and the lack it results in, have been analyzed in a laboratory by Dr. Plaskett, of the Department of Agriculture.

Minerals essential to both human and animal health come from the soil and absorbed into the grain so get into the bodies of growing animals. Human beings, too. Out of their every meal, they take away the salt. And this is the cause of animal illness. The salt, and the lack it results in, have been analyzed in a laboratory by Dr. Plaskett, of the Department of Agriculture.

Minerals essential to both human and animal health come from the soil and absorbed into the grain so get into the bodies of growing animals. Human beings, too. Out of their every meal, they take away the salt. And this is the cause of animal illness. The salt, and the lack it results in, have been analyzed in a laboratory by Dr. Plaskett, of the Department of Agriculture.
IT'S A LITTLE LATE, THE YEAR!
but some rather warm-weather individuals seem to think it is already tomorrow, in spite of the old fellow’s shaker.

Cotton dresses, yule suits, and light jackets are becoming the order of the day among the girls’ section. Of course, there is no reason why, at this time of year, you might not stick your head out your window, look about you, and see if the weather—illegible

Joyce, Barbara and Maggie have made their Spring debuts in Mexican-style embroidered jackets. Joyce and Barbara are red-tape girls, but little Maggie seems to be initiating the custom of wearing a dress during the day. She’s due tomorrow if the weather doesn’t turn at a worse phase.

We’re grateful to the editor for pointing out a fact more and more people are realizing—that at a time when new things are waning and expensive, electricity is still plentiful and cheap.

We get no pay for what we do here. We don’t want our own papers, or any other papers. We’re just an expression of the people, and the people can’t change our papers.

Our thanks to the Country Editor

We’ll try to hide that knot on her head!

Ted Metz is the steady style for the boys. That cotton kerchief and that yellow button are steady.

OLD AND NEW

Times have certainly changed. O.R.E. isn’t like it used to be. Why sit around another fifteen years, when one could find a steady style in just the same way.

John hesitated briefly in his bid to be the steady style. Joyce, Wednesday. Being the only decided red-taped girl in school, she had set herself to own one style and does it pretty well too. But not only switched to cutest, but also a new hard-rub.

S.P.R.I.N.G??!

The cry, “Beat San Angelo”—the rest is to be remembered. There has to be a steady style. There is no one else.

That Mike came to the rescue of that lovely one sometime a few months ago, when one could find a steady style in just the same way.

That Joyce was still wearing Larry’s bow tie yesterday. A bow tie that is steady.

SPECIALS

For This Week

McKesson’s Aspirin Tablets

2 Bottles of 100 each

200 for 49c

Infra-Red Ray Lamp

Fine for hot treatment of sprains, sore muscles, prick-heat, etc.

Only $7.95

Scout Type Hand Axe

The head axe of a thousand uses

Now only $1.75

TAKE VITAMINS FOR HEALTH

Ozona Drug Store

Gordon G. Allison, Prop.
Ozona Lad -

Ozona, Texas Phone 176

Convenient to the people of Crockett County.

Speedy Cross-Country Airplane Service for the convenience of the people of Crockett County.

For passenger or cargo flying

TRANSPORTATION OF OIL FIELD EQUIPMENT AND SUPPLIES ESPECIALLY SOLICITED

RATES:

15c PER MILE ONE WAY
10c PER MILE ROUND TRIP

Cross Country Plane Service

I am now in position to offer competent and speedy Cross-Country Airplane Service for the convenience of the people of Crockett County.

New, modern plane, capable of an average of 100 miles per hour, will be available for this service and from ANY POINT.

Planes can carry one passenger or equal weight of freight. Available on short notice. Go after or deliver hurry-up freight.

Pilot Holds All Ratings Necessary

For Passenger or Cargo Flying

LION'S ROAR

At intermission the guests makes me feel funny to be the one. Sure, I'm proud as I can be. All the family when I won it. I could cry.

I received it for helping some not in the home of Mr. and Mrs. Bertie Sue Brownrigg, Bride of Edward Spoonts, In Tuesday Ceremony

Ozona, Texas Phone 176

Exide Batteries

Service
Accessories . . . . Gulf Products

Gulf Service Station

Shorty Pridemore, Prop.

Full Line of All Kinds FEEDS

W. H. ALIADOAD

Seaman Curcic has finally entered his transfer and expects to train in the States for the next months.

But Ted and I talk all the time and tell him I was fighting for all the people. When I was in the service I promised to come back to you all. It is really beautiful and I want to make it all that can be in a small town.

LION'S ROAR

I am proud of you. I could cry. I received it for helping some not in the home of Mr. and Mrs. Bertie Sue Brownrigg, Bride of Edward Spoonts, In Tuesday Ceremony

6th Dist. Woman's Clubs in Brady April 9 and 10

SANTA ANA, Tex. - The regular meeting of Sixth District Woman's Clubs, will be conducted in the home of Mr. and Mrs. Bertie Sue Brownrigg, In Tuesday Ceremony

Texas Farm Income 5 Per Cent in 1944

AUSTIN, Tex. - Texas Farm Income in 1944 was about five percent higher than in 1943, according to Dr. F. R. Arnett, director of the Texas Bureau of Business Research.

Ranch Supplies

We carry a full stock of...

Dr. Rogers' SPECIAL FORMULA STORMCUTTER - TURF BURN DRENCH

PHOTOCIDEZINE STOMACH WORM DRENCH FOR SHEEP AND GOATS

FORMULA 26 SMEAR THE FINEST FLY REPELLENT AND HEALER MADE

RANCH SUPPLIES

SALT - BRANDING PAINT - CHALK SHEARING SUPPLIES

OZONA WOOL & MOHAIR CO.

Ozona, Texas

Paul Wool and Mohair Co.

MELVIN BROWN, Manager

PHONE 40

Help Yourself

To Better Medicine

Here are ways in which you can help yourself to better medicine:

Select your medicine equipment:

- Speak clearly into telephone receivers.
- If you act on a busy line, give your name and tell the operator all the numbers listed in directory.

S. A. Telephone Co.